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1. Introduction

The Swiss fiscal rule at the Federal level, also known as the “debt brake” is an 
interesting representative of its kind in many aspects. The mechanism of the 
fiscal rule aims at financing expenditures through current revenues instead of 
new debt. This budget rule is applied in concert with a constitutional upper limit 
on the main tax rates that limits the usefulness of taxes in order to micro-man-
age the budget. Designed as a structurally balanced budget rule, the rule thus 
combines the stabilising properties of an expenditure rule (because of the coun-
try’s specific budget institutions) with the effective debt-controlling properties 
of a budget rule, thereby predating recent works1 about fiscal rules that suggest 
a design with similar properties as a guideline and replacing the previous prefer-
ence for pure expenditure rules2. The debt brake rule was first applied with the 
Federal budget of 2003.

The debt brake is a constitutional rule that aims at correcting a perceived dys-
function of the budget process, and can be understood in a sense that has been 
outlined by Brennan and Buchanan (1985): the rule is a constitutional prin-
ciple regarding debt and deficits. Having been accepted by a large majority in a 
popular vote (in 1999) the constitutional amendment represents a broad consen-
sus regarding the abstract goals of budget policy. At the same time the discus-
sion about the measures required to meet the requirements of the rule is left to 
the daily political business. The institutions of the budget process therefore do 
no longer need to address the question of the overall deficit and can focus on the 
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politically debated question of the allocation of available resources. The rule – 
the details of which are defined in the budget law (FHG) – is therefore more 
likely to eliminate previously observed incentives of decision makers towards 
accepting large deficits in economic downturns while failing to achieve corre-
sponding budget surpluses when economic conditions improve. While a variety 
of theoretical approaches exist to explain a bias towards (excessive) deficits3, the 
rule addresses mainly institutionally embedded incentives leading towards deficit 
bias such as they have been described mainly by von Hagen (1992). In addition, 
the effectiveness of fiscal rules with respect to the limitation of budget deficits 
seems generally to be confirmed by a number of empirical analyses4, a number 
of which have been summarised by Poterba (1997).

In the case of Switzerland, fiscal policy was perceived to have a deficit bias 
during the 1990s5 (see Fig. 1) as well as being pro-cyclical6. A recent study of 
Schaltegger and Weder (2010) found that federal fiscal policy has become 
less pro-cyclical since the implementation of the fiscal rule, which means that the 
stabilisation feature of the fiscal rule seems to be successful so far. A close analy-
sis7 shows that the rise of the debt ratio in the nineties had several causes, nota-
bly pure balance sheet transactions (acknowledgment of implicit debt items, e.g. 
toward pension funds). The economic downturn was certainly another important 
cause and led to the view that these deficits would never be matched by corre-
sponding surpluses in the future. As demographic prospects are likely to further 
increase fiscal pressures, it seemed particularly important to find new ways to 
ensure sound public finances.

In the context of discussions about the Swiss Confederation’s fiscal rule some 
concerns were raised about its ability to balance the budget over the medium 
term. The method used to measure the output gap consists of a statistical filter 
(a modified HP filter) and yields perfectly symmetrical results when applied ex 
post to any GDP series. This does not mean, however, that this result is gener-
ally valid, i.e. that can also be obtained in real time (ex ante). Müller (2003) 
for instance questions the ability of the rule to balance the budget when business 
cycles are non-stationary. The present paper is one possible approach to answer 
the question. It uses long series of artificial data to illustrate the behaviour of the 
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8 Bodmer (2006) and Geier (2011).
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Geier (2010); another analysis, reflecting works within the Finance department, is found in 
Colombier (2004). The official descriptions of the concept and the budget law are found in 
Swiss Federal Council (2000; 2001) and regarding recent modifications to its design in 
Swiss Federal Council (2003; 2008).

fiscal rule in the long term and test whether the objective of a balanced budget 
can be achieved. In order to contribute to a clarification the present paper focuses 
on a technical design property of the debt brake, namely the implications of the 
measurement of the output gap that is applied by Swiss fiscal policy authorities 
when implementing the fiscal rule. Other approaches might consist in a simula-
tion on actual historical data8 or in a formal derivation of the rule’s properties9.

Given the presence of various uncertainties that are inherent in every budget 
process, and the fact that planned revenues and expenditures can change through-
out the budgeted fiscal year, it seems plausible to imagine that the fiscal rule can 
only approximately balance a budget. Hence the relevant question should be 
whether a balanced budget can be attained within an acceptable range or if there 
are some systematic biases toward either deficits or surpluses. To answer this ques-
tion, the adjustment account, which is an important feature of the debt brake 
that allows ex post corrections, should be given proper attention10. Moderate 

Figure 1: Swiss Federal Debt as a % of GDP
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11 Important expenditure-side automatic stabilisers, such as the unemployment insurance and 
other social insurances do have accounts that are kept separately from Federal accounts and 
are therefore not subject to the debt brake rule.

12 see footnote 10.

deviations from a structurally balanced budget can be eliminated this way. The 
problem therefore can be reduced to determining whether remaining biases and 
deviations from a perfectly balanced budget are small enough to be eliminated 
through the adjustment account (without triggering a stop and go policy, dis-
rupting the budgetary process).

The present paper simulates the behaviour of the debt brake applied to a mod-
elled output series using a Monte Carlo approach and tests whether budget bal-
ance is achieved in the medium term and whether debt remains within fixed 
limits. After describing the Swiss debt brake in Section 2, the simulation method 
as well as the different processes used to generate an output (GDP) series are 
explained in Section 3. That section analyses the effect of simulated data based 
on (a) sinusoidal business cycles, (b) business cycles of variable length and (c) a 
random walk (with drift). The cases (b) and (c) add a complication for the sta-
tistical filter, which is designed to smooth out specific periodicities (frequencies) 
and may show different features for different periodicities. It is therefore inter-
esting to simulate the impact of a change in the length of business cycles. The 
results of the simulation are presented in Section 4. Section 5 will propose con-
cluding remarks.

2. Debt Brake Mechanism

The rule limits, for each year, the amount of central government expenditures, 
as a function of current revenues and the position of the economy in the business 
cycle. It therefore aims at keeping total central government expenditures relatively 
independent of cyclical variations, whereas tax revenues are supposed to act as 
automatic stabilisers11. Actual deviations from the limit set by the rule, result in 
a credit or debit to a so called adjustment account or Ausgleichskonto12 and must 
be taken into account when setting the new expenditure ceilings for the follow-
ing years. It should be noted that the rule is applied to budget forecasts before 
being applied again to effective values. The second calculation allows to deter-
mine the deviations that must be credited or debited on the adjustment account.

The characteristic “debt brake formula” (equation 1) states that at any calcu-
lation period ( t ) the maximum allowed expenditures (G ) must equal revenues 
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( R ), after multiplication with a “business cycle adjustment factor” ( k ). This busi-
ness cycle adjustment factor aims at stabilising expenditures around the level of 
cyclically adjusted revenues, and consists of the ratio of trend real output (Y  ) 
and actual (real) output (Y  ). Therefore, if the factor k is larger than one a defi-
cit is allowed (cyclical deficit) and if the factor k is smaller than one a (cyclical) 
budgetary surplus is required. This represents a simple cyclical adjustment on the 
lines of Giorno et al., Hagemann (1999), Gramlich (1990) and the European 
Commission (1995). The usefulness of the cyclically adjusted budget balance 
as a fiscal policy indicator has notably been discussed by Blanchard (1990).

  with t
t t t t

t

Y
G k R k

Y
 (1)

Whether this formula will lead to a balanced budget depends notably on the 
assumption that the expected value of the right hand side of equation (1) ( kR ) 
is equal to the expected value of revenues ( R ) over the long run. If k and R were 
independent random variables the proof of this would be easy to establish. How-
ever, k and R are clearly negatively correlated as both depend in opposite ways on 
the real output of the economy. An automatically balanced budget is therefore 
not an intuitively necessary outcome.

A further complication is introduced by a positive trend in economic growth. 
The consequence of this is that two consecutive business cycles do not have the 
same amplitude. On the other hand, economic growth tends to reduce past errors 
over time, since past deviations become more and more insignificant relative to 
more recent ones. For this reason the budget balance and debt are considered as 
a percentage of output throughout this paper.

The way that revenues are forecasted is central to the effectiveness of the rule. 
However, detecting possible biases in the forecasting methods is not the purpose 
of these simulations. The reader will find a discussion in Bodmer (2003) and 
Bodmer and Geier (2004).
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3. Simulation

The simulations are based on output series calculated with three different pro-
cesses, all including stochastic variables. These simulations shall allow conclu-
sions about the achievement of a structurally balanced budget, which is supposed 
to be achieved if the debt ratio fluctuates within a limited band. A deficit ratio 
which remains close to nil on average is assimilated to a balanced budget. As 
mentioned earlier, smaller differences will be eliminated thanks to the adjust-
ment account of the fiscal rule.

The question of the policy stance (pro-cyclical vs. anti-cyclical) is also ana-
lysed. An anti-cyclical fiscal policy is considered to be a desirable outcome.

The analysis of the business cycle adjustment factor must take into account 
Government revenues as these two variables are closely linked (they both depend 
on output). It is therefore not sufficient to establish that k is centered around 1. 
The deficit as such must therefore be simulated. By rearranging equation (1) and 
taking expectations (equation 2) it is possible, however, to test whether the ratio 
of expenditures over revenues is centered around one, which gives some (non-
concluding) indication about the stabilisation properties of k.

 

[ ] t
t

t

G
E k E

R
 

(2)

In the remainder of this section, the simulation parameters are explained in detail. 
Sections 3.1. to 3.3. describe the three processes described to generate different 
output series. First, a “sinusoidal” output series is constructed, then a “random 
length cycle” output before using a random walk with drift. The latter two meth-
ods represent challenges for the statistical filter used to calculate the output gap, 
because the filter can not be calibrated to fit a stable cycle anymore.

The sample has a length of 10,000 periods. The fiscal revenue series (R) has 
an additional overlay of a random or “irregular” variable, which should simu-
late its imperfect relation to GDP as is observed in the real world. The extent of 
this random component corresponds roughly to the observed magnitude of the 
irregular component of the Confederation’s revenues as it is described by Bodmer 
and Geier (2004).

Fiscal revenues are modelled the following way according to the identity equa-
tion (3):

 t t t tR RS RC RI  (3)
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13 When looking at the relevance of elasticities for the Debt brake it appears that long term elas-
ticity is not relevant, as long as revenue estimates use the correct long-term elasticity, while 
annual elasticity is relevant and assumed to be one within the framework of the debt brake. A 
different elasticity would likely result in a less stable measure for cyclically adjusted revenues, 
but still centered around the correct (long term) trend (cf. Geier, 2011).

14 The modified version aims at reducing the end of sample bias and is described by Bruchez 
(2003).

The operational definition of R (equation 4) is expressed by stating that the struc-
tural and cyclical parts of revenue (RS and RC) depend on output by a linear 
factor (this implies a revenue elasticity of one)13. The term RI corresponds to 
irregular revenues that can not be captured by movements of the economic cycle.

 1t t tR Y RI  (4)

Equation (3) can alternatively be expressed by assuming that structural revenues 
(RS) depend on a trend output (Y  ), while the cyclical part of revenues (RC) 
depends on the difference of output with its trend.

 1 1 1( )t t t t t t tR Y RI Y Y Y RI  (5)

The irregular component (RI) is a modelled random value, centered around zero, 
but with a variability that is proportional to total revenues (equation 6). It is con-
structed as a fraction of revenues ( 2) times a normally distributed variable ( j1).

 2 1 1 with std. normal distribution (0;1)t t t tRI R N  (6)

It is assumed that Rt is perfectly known at time t. A modelling of revenue fore-
casts is not the purpose of this paper.

The business cycle adjustment factors k are calculated on effective structural 
values (theoretical value k ) as well as on calculated trend values using a modi-
fied Hodrick Prescott-filter14 applied recursively (calculated value kH P  ). Recur-
sively here means that each trend value is a value at the end of a rolling sample. 
The length of the rolling sample is 24 periods, the same as the value used by the 
Federal Finance Administration for the actual calculation of the factor k. The 
filter is applied to logarithms of output (GDP). The factor k is therefore calcu-
lated according to both true values and estimated values of the trend output. 
This allows getting an indication of its accuracy in representing the position 
in the business cycle. The analysis of the difference of the two values gives an 
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15 This arbitrary value (in the middle of the recursive sample) just has to be at a distant enough 
past, so as to avoid end of sample problems with the HP filter.

indication about whether the true business cycle position is met by the cyclical 
adjustment factor. In the case of the random walk, the structural value of output 
is unknown. This structural value is then estimated by an “ex post”-calculation 
with a lag of 13 periods15 (or years). The “true” factor k is calculated on the basis 
of this ex post value of trend output.

The impact on the adjustment account is calculated by using a factor k which 
has been re-calculated in the following year (as in reality), and therefore using 
some new information on effective output growth instead of forecasts. Unlike the 
calculation of the structural value (or the lagged value in the case of the random 
walk scenario), trend output is still an estimate at that time. A consecutive ex 
post calculation, several periods later would result in (sometimes substantially) 
revised figures.

The present work simulates the behaviour of the debt brake applied to a mod-
elled output series and test whether a balanced budget is achieved in the medium 
term and whether debt remains within fixed limits. The relevant measure for 
both shall – as already indicated with equation 2 – not be absolute values of 
budget deficits and debt, but the ratio of these figures with respect to output. As 
economic output is subject to a growth trend, all related variables will grow at 
the same pace. Therefore these values are not stationary. Taking the ratio with 
respect to output also makes values comparable for different time periods. It is 
considered that the budget is balanced if on average this ratio is close to zero.

Some attention is also given to the factor k. If the expected value of k equals 
one, this means, according to equation (2) that the expected value of expendi-
tures in terms of revenues is also one. This statement does not necessarily imply 
a precisely balanced budget, which would be the sum of the differences between 
expenditures and revenues, but it is a strong indication that the balanced budget 
requirement can be met.

3.1 Sinusoidal Cycles

This case represents a continuously growing (structural) output to which a per-
fectly cyclical component is added. The structural component Y   is growing with 
the annual growth rate g, according to equation (7).

 1
g

t tY Y e  (7)
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16 It comes as no surprise that this value is close to the standard deviation of growth.

The cyclical component Y  C is a fraction ( 1) of the structural component Y   
multiplied with the sinus of time (t) as stated in equation (8):

 
1

1 1

sin
sinc gt

t t

Y t
Y t Y e  (8)

Total output is the addition of both components (equation 9).

 
c

t t tY Y Y  (9)

Equation (10) then follows from the equations (8) and (9).

 
1

1

sin
1g

t t

t
Y Y e  (10)

The parameters of this model are calibrated to meet the Swiss GDP’s estimated 
trend growth of around 2%, its standard deviation of also around 2%, the typi-
cal length of a business cycle (6–7 years) and the typical standard deviation of 
the output gap which amounts to around 2%16. This yields: 1  35 and g  0.02.

3.2 Variable Length Cycles

This case follows an idea similar to the previous one. The essential difference is 
that the cyclical component is not sinusoidal, but its length and its amplitude 
are random. Equations (11) and (12) are therefore identical with equations (7) 
and (9).

 1
s g

t tY Y e  (11)

 
c

t t tY Y Y  (12)

The cyclical component (equation 12) is less straightforward than in the previ-
ous case, but the numerical simulation resulting from it can be achieved quite 
easily. The cyclical component varies according to a random variable qt and can 
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exhibit negative or positive values depending on the state (0 or 1) of a dummy 
variable ( t ):

 

  for 0
for 1

c t t t
t

t t t

Y q
Y

Y q
 (13)

The variable qt corresponds to a uniform distribution ( ) weighted by a calibra-
tion parameter 3.

 3  with uni. distribution [0;1]t t tq  (14)

The state of the dummy variable (0 or 1) in turn depends (partly) on a random 
variable p (equation 15). This process determines the “variable” length of the 
cycle, because this length depends on the time period that the dummy remains in 
a given state. The duration of the state is constructed in a way as to keep it con-
stant for some time. The parameter r is a counter of the number of years during 
which the dummy variable remained unchanged (equation 16). A higher value 
of r increases the probability that the dummy switches its state. This happens 
when the product of r and the uniform random variable p exceeds a value 2.

 1 2

1 2

for  
1 for  

t t t
t

t t t

r p
r p

 (15)

where t  {0,1} and pt  uni. distribution [0,1].
There are “positive” and “negative” periods, depending on the state of the 

dummy, with two adjacent periods forming a business cycle.

 

1 1 2

1 2

1 for  
 

1 for  
t t t

t
t t

r
r  (16)

Again, the calibration of the parameters 1, 2 and 3 reflects the properties 
of Swiss GDP. A business cycle induced by two adjacent periods of a constant 
dummy (d) lasts 6.8 years on average with a standard deviation of 2.3 years. The 
values of the parameters are the following: 1  0.02, 2  1.5, 3  30, g  0.02. 
p and  follow a uniform distribution: , uni. distribution [0;1]t tp .
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3.3 Random Walk with Drift

In this case, there is no stationary trend output to which the output series tends 
to return. The Process is defined by the equations (17) to (19).

 lnt ty Y  (17)

 1t t ty y u  (18)

  where std. norm. distr. (0;1)t t tu g z z N  (19)

There is no need to define specific structural and cyclical components and the 
parameters are calibrated to meet Swiss GDP properties: g  0.02 and   0.02.

4. Results

4.1. Results with Respect to the Budget Balance

In all three cases, the budget remains balanced over the medium to long term. The 
average budget outcome is always almost identical to zero (Table 1, column [1]).

a The debt ratio remains centered around zero and does fluctuate by a few points 
of output (cf. column [2]). The fluctuations are more pronounced in the case 
of the random walk. This outcome is compatible with the target value of the 
Swiss federal fiscal rule, which requires a nominally balanced budget in the 
medium term. If a positive initial value is chosen for debt, the debt ratio dimin-
ishes before stabilising around zero.

b The average value of the cyclical adjustment factor k corresponds nearly exactly 
to one in all simulation runs (column [4]). This means that the modified 
Hodrick-Prescott filter yields symmetrical results, not only when applied ex 
post to a series but also when applied on real time data. This symmetry is an 
important precondition to meet the requirement of a balanced budget (with-
out having to correct for systematic deviations).

c With a value of 0.02 the standard deviation of the cyclical adjustment factor k 
corresponds closely to the average deviation of output from its trend, which is 
also 2% (by calibration). The theoretical values of k, which have been calcu-
lated using true (simulated) structural output figures, have roughly the same 
volatility as the calculation using the modified HP-filter. This means that the 
order of magnitude of the output gap is not underestimated by the HP-filter. It 
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17 This outcome is a specific feature of the HP-Filter that has been modified in the way of Bru-
chez (2003). The modification reduces dependence of the trend value to observations at the 
margin of a sample. The modified filter is therefore not applied to an extended series in order 
to reduce the end of sample bias. Such an extension would strongly depend on forecasted values 
which are likely to underestimate true volatility.

18 The exact definition of what is pro- and what is anti-cyclical seems to vary across literature. 
An evaluation of a fiscal rule could therefore compare the outcomes with a situation where no 
rule or a different rule exists.

should not be forgotten, however, that growth forecasts usually underestimate 
real growth volatility. The present result means that the modified HP-filter17 
measurement does not contribute to a possible systematic underestimation of 
cyclical fluctuations.

d The cyclical adjustment factor exhibits a positive skewness: the frequency of 
values above one is higher than that of values below one (median and mode 
are above the average of one, tail is shorter towards zero). This seems consist-
ent with the fact that k has a (theoretical) lower bound at zero, but no upper 
bound. This effect is small, however, as it does not translate into deviations of 
budget deficits and debt.

e The negative excess kurtosis (kurtosis below three) points to a somewhat plat-
ycurtic distribution (e.g. a distribution with “thin tails”) – extreme values are 
relatively rare when compared to a normal distribution.

f The absolute value measurement error of the factor k (column [5]) is quite 
large, particularly in the case of the random walk, but the error is centred and 
symmetric, as can be inferred by the simple measurement error in column [6]. 
This result is perfectly compatible with the requirement of a balanced budget, 
but might indicate a problem regarding an adequate representation of the posi-
tion in the business cycle.

4.2. Results with Respect to the Fiscal Policy Stance

The previously noted measurement error represents a liability regarding the 
requirement of an anti-cyclical fiscal policy stance18. The problem seems small in 
the first two simulation cases, where a cyclical output has been assumed. In those 
simulations, fiscal policy is anti-cyclical in nearly 90% of all cases (Table 2). In 
addition, pro-cyclical stances tend to occur when output is close to its trend and 
the fiscal balance is nearly balanced. In the case of output following a random 
walk with drift, policy is pro-cyclical in around 70% of all simulated observations. 
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Table 1: Simulation Results: Balanced Budget and Cyclical Adjustment
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[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

A. Sinusoidal cycle

Average 0.00% –0.12% 1.000 1.000 0.67% –0.02%

Standard deviation 0.32% 0.34% 0.020 0.022 0.33% 0.75%

Skewnessa –0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 –0.49 0.01

Kurtosis (> 3)b –1.48 –1.34 –1.50 –1.50 –1.07 –1.50

Maximum 0.50% 0.64% 1.029 1.032 1.07% 1.05%

Minimum –0.53% –0.82% 0.972 0.969 0.00% –1.07%

B. Variable (random) length cycle

Average 0.00% –0.07% 1.000 1.000 0.80% –0.02%

Standard deviation 0.20% 0.25% 0.019 0.020 0.58% 0.98%

Skewness –0.04 –0.08 0.04 0.04 0.81 –0.08

Kurtosis (> 3) –0.72 –0.55 –1.19 –0.75 0.23 –0.31

Maximum 0.47% 0.56% 1.034 1.055 2.78% 2.78%

Minimum –0.61% –0.74% 0.968 0.954 0.00% –2.74%

C. Random walk with drift

Average –0.01% –0.41% 1.000 1.000 2.97% –0.01%

Standard deviation 0.72% 2.31% 0.018 0.024 2.24% 3.72%

Skewness –0.01 –0.12 0.06 0.01 0.96 0.03

Kurtosis (> 3) –0.01 –0.16 0.00 –0.02 0.74 –0.03

Maximum 2.11% 5.21% 1.057 1.076 12.06% 11.77%

Minimum –2.34% –7.01% 0.940 0.928 0.01% –12.06%

a A measure of asymmetry of the distribution.
b A measure of the frequency of extreme values. The figure represents the deviation from stand-

ard normal distribution kurtosis, which is 3.
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19 see Geier (2011) for a detailed description and analysis of this feature of the fiscal rule.
20 cf. recent Swiss federal accounts and Geier (2011) for a simulation on historical data.

One third of observations correspond to the delicate situation where output is 
below its trend and the fiscal balance is in surplus. In these cases, the surplus 
amounts on average to 0.64% of output. This result points to a possible problem 
with the policy stance, if output follows a non stationary process. Of course, the 
absence of “cycles” makes it more difficult to determine a correct policy stance.

Table 2: Simulation Results: Fiscal Policy Stance

(frequencies in % of total)
Sinusoidal cycles Variable length 

cycle
Random walk 

with drift

cases of output above its trend 50.0% 50.0% 50.0%

case of a surplus 50.2% 49.8% 49.6%

case of anti-cyclical policy stance 89.2% 88.7% 30.9%

case of pro-cyclical policy stance
of which:
 output below trend and surplus
 output above trend and deficit

10.8%

5.5%
5.3%

11.3%

5.6%
5.8%

69.1%

34.3%
34.7%

Average surplus in those cases, where a 
deficit would have been more adequate 
(as a % of output)

0.08% 0.06% 0.64%

4.3 Results with Respect to Adjustment Account

The calculation of the adjustment account19 occurs when budget outcomes 
become available, i.e. after completion of the fiscal year. The simulations imple-
mented this aspect by re-calculating cyclical adjustment and expenditure ceil-
ings on availability of additional output data (one year later). The results show 
that the adjustment account remains close to balance. This result seems unre-
alistic when compared to effective data20. This result is the consequence of the 
simulation lacking the aspect of revenue forecasts as well as the assumption that 
effective expenditure correspond to budgeted expenditure. Revenue forecasts 
actually add much volatility to the expenditure ceiling and effective spending 
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seems to undershoot with respect to the budget. The simulation shows that the 
cyclical factor alone is not a source of a bias towards either deficits or surpluses 
on the adjustment account.

Table 3: Simulation Results: Adjustment Account

n 10,000 balance of adj. account:

a.) as a % of expenditure b.) as a % of output

Sinusoidal cycles

Average –0.05% –0.01%

Standard deviation 0.66% 0.10%

Skewness (Index) 0.00 –0.02

Kurtosis (>3) –1.34 –1.34

Maximum 1.47% 0.20%

Minimum –1.45% –0.21%

Variable length cycles

Average –0.08% –0.01%

Standard deviation 0.76% 0.08%

Skewness (Index) –0.04 –0.07

Kurtosis (>3) –0.35 –0.38

Maximum 1.99% 0.21%

Minimum –2.34% –0.22%

Random walk with drift

Average 0.00% –0.01%

Standard deviation 0.75% 0.23%

Skewness (Index) 0.02 –0.1

Kurtosis (>3) –0.03 –0.03

Maximum 2.49% 0.68%

Minimum –2.44% –0.78%
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21 These questions are specifically adressed in Geier (2011).

5. Conclusions

The results show that the Swiss fiscal rule at the federal level or “debt brake” 
provides for a budget that remains almost perfectly balanced over the long term. 
The construction of the cyclical adjustment factor contributes to symmetric 
budget deficits and surpluses even under real time conditions. Remaining devi-
ations from a balanced budget that arise from the cyclical adjustment could at 
least easily be compensated through subsequent compensation measures (using 
the feature of the compensation account). The constitutional requirement of a 
budget that is “balanced over a cycle” can therefore be met.

Factors that the present analysis does not take into account and that could 
potentially turn out to challenge this result include the difference between effec-
tive and budgeted spending, revenue forecast errors due to errors in GDP forecasts 
or a lack of correspondence between GDP-cycles and revenue cycles. In the latter 
case, the cyclical adjustment factor could not compensate for those cyclical fluc-
tuations of revenues. Another source of deviation may be extraordinary spend-
ing that is not subject to the fiscal rule in the same way as ordinary spending.21

Regarding the fiscal stance, there is a concern that the budget rule might not 
allow budget deficits when the output gap is indicating a recession (or below 
average use of production factors). The present results pinpoint the difficulty of 
dealing with possible random fluctuations of GDP. True cyclical fluctuations of 
output are adjusted fairly well. In this case, errors in estimating the position in 
the business cycle seem to appear mostly near full-employment, where the output 
gap is close to zero. In the case of output following a random walk with drift 
fiscal policy is frequently pro-cyclical. This result points to a possible problem 
with the policy stance, if output follows a non stationary process. In such a case, 
the calculation method of a trend output should be reassessed. Possible alterna-
tives would have to minimise estimation errors for the output gap. This might 
be achieved by an adjustment of the smoothing parameter of the HP-Filter or 
the use of additional variables, e.g. using a production function or a multivari-
ate filter. Whether this will become necessary remains to be seen as in the light 
of the study of Schaltegger and Weder (2010) the rule seems to be quite suc-
cessful so far in contributing to an anti-cyclical fiscal stance.
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SUMMARY

The Swiss fiscal rule or “debt brake” is applied to simulated data of economic 
output and fiscal revenues. The budget remains almost perfectly balanced and 
the debt ratio stable over the medium and long term: The cyclical adjustment 
of the debt brake is effective in terms of its primary objective of achieving a bal-
anced budget over the medium term. The rule also performs well with respect 
to the objective of taking into account the position of the economy in the cycle. 
In the case of a non-stationary GDP series, however, this result can not be guar-
anteed anymore.


